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DM25TE

DM25TE

100V~240V

DM25TE

Blind Blind

Single-channel 
emitter
DC90

Five-channel 
emitter
DC92

Fifteen-channel 
emitter
DC94

Single-channel 
time emitter
DC112

Portable
Single-channel 
wall-mounted emitter
DC48

Portable
double-channel 
wall-mounted emitter
DC49

Fifteen-channel 
time emitter
DC137

Fifteen-channel 
time emitter
DC170

Single-channel  
miniaturised emitter
DC61

Single-channel  
miniaturised emitter
DC115

Single-channel  
miniaturised emitter
DC279

Single-channel 
time emitter
DC111

one channel of emitter can control 20 receivers at most

= X 55-channel
emitter

single channel
emitter

Wireless
wind-sun sensor
DC83 UP      STOP    DOWN     SETTING BUTTON

The time period for POWER 
ON should be 5 seconds minimum

Continue to 
press”a”emitter’s 
setting button 
“(P2)”two time

 Continue to 
press”b”emitter’s setting 
button “(P2)”one time

Cancel the limit 

setting with hint of sound

setting with hint of sound

setting with hint of sound

check whether have redundant stu� in transmission structurecheck whether meet resistance force



×5
×5

White

White
12V/24V

Standard kit

Setting up(1)

Setting up(2)

4

4

 (DOWN)

 (DOWN)
Press “SETTING” button of the 
motor under the power ON 
state,there will be hint for running

(DOWN)

Press any key of the 
emitter to adjust 
lower limit

Press the stop button continuously for 
over 5 times until the motor roll up 
and down for hint, that means the 
lower limit setting successful.

Press the stop button continuously 
for over 5 times untill the motor roll 
up and down for hint, that means 
the upper limit setting successful. 

Inter setting condition,
the motor turn up and
downfor cluing on.

Press any key of the emitter to 
adjust upper limit

Code matching setting
 with hint of sound

Code matching setting
 with hint of sound

It is invalid when the �rst limit and second limit are at the same 
location.New location should be con�rmed, and the system 
won't exit from limit setting function once the second limit 

wasn't be set.The motor can work for max 7 seconds. The 
present limit has to be recorded once Power OFF.

set up/down limit position

(DOWN)

Or

Or

L
N

(can connect wire freewill）


